
SummaryThis researh work is a part of a global projet related to urban sene modeling from highresolution satellite images with fous on building reonstrution. This work has been arried outas a ollaboration among the IGN (Frenh National Geographial Institute), the CNES (TheFrenh National Spae Center) and the University of Paris 5. The input data onsist of a pan-hromati stereo pair of satellite images, with a submetri resolution of 50-70 m and a lowBase to Height ratio B=H [0.05 - 0.2℄. Sine a detailed extration and desription of buildingrooves is omplex in a satellital ontext, we propose to desribe the sene by means of a 3Dsurfae whih provides either raster or vetor information and thus di�erent desription levels.A "Hypothesis-and-verify" strategy is used. 3D-primitives are extrated from images. Two om-plementary approahes are proposed whih are based on 3D-segments for the �rst one and onregion mathing for 3D-faets estimation. The originality of our approah is a global mathingof multisale segmentations whih provides reliable 3D-faets.Primitives validation is done by means of a 3D-surfae modeling proess. 3D-surfae ompu-tation an be formulated as an energy minimization proess based graph uts. 3D hybrid graphis onstruted on raw orrelation information and extrated primitives. Minimal apity ut willprovid the 3D surfae model. The main ontribution of our approah is the use of 3D-primitivessuh as 3D-segments and 3D-faets as well as the introdution of information from external da-tabase suh asroad database or adastral maps, to guide the optimization proess. We proposean improvement over the graph ut method for stereo omputation. The main idea is that toinsert depth onstraints based know 3D primitives. Then the graph ut problem is reformulatedto enable better disontinuity omputation and surfae regularization. The obtained produt isan hybrid DEM (Digital Elevation Model) whih provides the highest level of reliable primitivesfor eah sene region.keywords : satellital images, stereosopy, 3D-surfae modeling, 3D-primitives, segmentation,multi-sales region mathing, graph uts optimization, Photogrammetry, Digital Elevation Mo-del.


